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INTRODUCTION 1
Droplet microfluidics was first presented in the early 21 st century 1,2 and has since then 2 proven itself a suitable technology for high-throughput screening of chemical and 3 biological assays 3 . The technology relies upon the controlled generation of isolated 4 droplets in a two-phase-system. The fluid comprising the droplets is termed the 5 dispersed phase and this is typically water or water-based solutions. The surrounding 6 fluid is termed the continuous phase and in combination with water-based droplets this 7 is usually a non-polar fluid, such as fluorocarbon oil, silicone oil or vegetable oil. 8
Surfactants are often added to both the dispersed and the continuous phase for increased 9 droplet stability. The key feature of droplet microfluidics is the generation of 10 monodisperse droplets that are completely isolated from each other, serving as 11 miniaturised reaction vessels. The capability of creating individual reaction vessels on 12 the scale of pL to nL volumes is extremely attractive for high-throughput biological 13 assays such as single-cell analysis and the research field is rapidly growing. The success 14 of the droplet microfluidic platform can further be appreciated by the fact that the 15 technology has made it into several commercial systems such as the flow cytometers 16 by BD Biosciences, the 10X Genomix platform for single-cell RNA analysis and the 17 analysis tools for digital PCR provide by Raindance Technologies 4 . 18
19
To establish complete assays on-chip, several different microfluidic unit operations 20 need to be integrated into a complete microfluidic circuit. A range of solutions to allow 21 for the generation of droplets, encapsulation of cells and particles, introduction and 22 mixing of liquids in the droplets, incubation and finally analysis of the reactions that 23 have occurred are available today and these methods have been carefully covered in 24 several recent review articles 5 . For biological assays, microparticles (such as affinity 25 beads and cells) are usually encapsulated inside the droplets, thus also bringing a need 26 1 there is also a need to manipulate the droplets themselves in the microfluidic network 2 for similar purposes. Several microparticle manipulation techniques have therefore 3 been developed for droplet microfluidics, to both manipulate encapsulated 4 microparticles, here termed droplet internal manipulation, as well as to manipulate the 5 individual droplets for sorting, here termed whole droplet manipulation, Figure 1 . 6 Figure 1 In this Feature Article, we use the term "droplet internal manipulation" when we consider manipulation of microparticles and cells that are encapsulated inside the droplets (top) . For manipulation of whole droplets, we simply refer to "whole droplet manipulation" (bottom) .
Figure 2
Top image shows droplets that have much smaller diameter than the channel dimensions. Lower image shows droplets that are confined by the channel geometry. Sometimes these are referred to as "plugs" in the literature. In this text, we refer to both these structures as droplets.
7
In this Feature Article, we present the different approaches that have been brought 8 forward in the literature from the early days of the droplet microfluidic research field 9 until today to achieve particle manipulation and we critically review the different 10 methods. In the article we consider both droplets (spherical non-restricted volume) as 11 well as plugs (elongated droplets restricted in volume by the channel geometry) and 12 throughout the text, we refer to both structures as droplets, Figure 2 . To limit the scope 13 of the article, we focus on water-in-oil droplets (or vice versa) and we only consider 14 systems where the droplets continuously flow through the microfluidic network, i.e. all 15 research within digital microfluidics where sessile droplets are manipulated, is outside 16 the scope of this article. It is our aim that this article will introduce and guide new users 17 
10
In all methods, isolated droplets of the dispersed phase are generated through a 11 combination of interfacial tension forces, viscous forces, inertial forces and gravity. 12
Often the systems are characterised by dimensionless numbers where the Reynolds 13 (Re), Capillary (Ca), Weber (We) and Bond (Bo) numbers are commonly used to 14 determine suitable parameters for the flow rates and channel dimensions 6 . Since the 15 systems are operated in the microdomain, the interfacial tension and viscous forces are 16 normally dominating, yielding small values for the Re, We and Bo numbers. In 17 addition, the Ca number is also small due to the low flow rates in the microsystems 7 . 18
The relative flow rates and the viscosity ratio of the dispersed and continuous phase 19 determine the resulting droplet volumes, in combination with the channel dimension. 20
Commonly, surfactants are added to the phases to stabilise the system and to maintain 21 6 (33) droplet integrity in the successive operations by preventing unwanted coalescence of 1 the droplets 8 . when Thorsen et al. demonstrated the first water-in-oil droplets 2 generated using a T-8 junction in a urethane chip with droplet sizes of 10 -45 µm ± 5 %, that the droplet 9 microfluidic research field really took off and the reason was simple: for the technology 10 to be applicable for medical and biological research, the droplets need to be aqueous to 11 allow for cell handling and proliferation, thus silicone oil droplets had found only 12 limited interest. In 2003, Anna et al. introduced the flow focusing method for water-in-13 oil droplets in a PDMS device 9 and showed that droplets could be generated with 14 diameter close to the flow focusing orifice of 45.5 µm and much smaller if the flow 15 rates were increased. Today, T-junctions and flow focusing designs are the most 16 common approaches, where current platforms are capable of generating reproducible 17 monodispersed droplets at rates up to thousands of Hz's as will be seen below. 18
19

Active droplet generation 20
In addition to the passive methods described above, active methods for controlling the 21 droplet formation have been presented. Examples of the methods used are electric 10 , 22 magnetic 11 , centrifugal 12 , optical 13 , piezo-electric 14 and surface acoustic waves 15 . 23
The active methods can be used to stabilise the droplet generation or to facilitate high 24 individual control of both droplet production rate and droplet volume. Generally, the 25 active methods demand more external instrumentation or certain fluids, leading to more 26 7 (33) complex set-ups. This may be one explanation to why the passive methods are more 1 commonly used so far. Two recent and extensive reviews of the passive and active 2 methods for droplets generation are recommended for the interested reader 16 . 3 4
Device materials 5
The droplet microfluidic devices are commonly made from glass, silicon and polymer 6 materials. The research community has a clear preference on poly-dimethyl siloxane 7 (PDMS) due to the relative ease of prototyping 17 . In commercial applications, 8
reproducible large volume fabrication is of high demand and this often moves the focus 9 towards injection moulding of thermoplastics. An advantage of PDMS is the gas 10 permeability of the material which is a necessity in processes where e.g. oxygen or 11 carbon dioxide transport is of importance. The gas transport is further facilitated by the 12 high gas solubility in the fluorocarbon oils commonly used as the continuous phase 18 . 13
A further advantage of PDMS is that the surfaces are easily made hydrophobic, which 14 is necessary to prevent the dispersed phase from wetting the walls when working with 15 water-in-oil droplets. However, some manipulation methods may put extra demands on 16 the material properties needed (such as specific optical, electrical or acoustic 17 parameters), leaving glass, silicon or other non-polymer materials as better material 18 choice 19, 20 . 19 20
Encapsulating particles 21
In bio-assays where cells or particles are encapsulated inside the droplets, the number 22 of particles in each droplet will follow the Poisson distribution. Having a large number 23 of cells in each droplet is readily accomplished by a high concentration of cells in the 24 dispersed phase. Reaching the state of single cells or particles in the droplets is normally 25 accomplished by simply diluting the sample but this comes at the cost of a large number 26 8 (33) of empty droplets 21 . Empty droplets do not hold any necessary information and most 1 often these are removed in a post-processing step just prior to the droplet analysis 22 . 2 3
Edd et al. have demonstrated a pre-processing approach to beat the Poisson distribution 4 that utilises hydrodynamic focusing of the particles prior to the droplet generation in a 5 flow focusing device and they were able to generate a large fraction (80 %) of droplets 6 containing a single particle using a bead suspension with a concentration on the order 7 of ten's of millions of particles per mL 23 . The inertial focusing method does however 8 require high flow rates that may shear sensitive cells. Abate et al. have presented an 9 alternative method by using close-packed hydrogel beads to enable encapsulation of a 10 defined number of beads into each droplet 24 . A third approach to achieve single particle 11 In this section, we present hydrodynamic forces and five methods using external 1 actuation that can be used for particle manipulation, describing the underlying physical 2 principles and design requirements. 3 4
Hydrodynamic forces 5
Hydrodynamic forces play a major role in all droplet microfluidic systems and as we 6 are in the microdomain the viscous forces are dominating as discussed above in Section 7 2. Hydrodynamic manipulation methods are appealing to use as they do not require any 8 external equipment leaving the system set-up simple. On the other hand, the use of 9 hydrodynamic forces requires careful design, precise microfabrication and accurate 10 control of the fluid properties and flows during operation. 11
12
Typically, in these low-Re systems the flow of the continuous phase is laminar and has 13 a parabolic velocity profile. In channel structures where the droplets are much smaller 14 than the channel dimensions the droplets are transported along the flow lines of the 15 continuous phase 6 , Figure 2 . Particularly in whole droplet manipulation these features 16 set the scene for the default transport routes of the droplets. 17
18
In addition, moving droplets induce internal flow patterns resulting from the viscous 19 drag on the interfaces between the dispersed and continuous phases. This leads to a 20 typical recirculating flow inside the droplets, Figure 4 , that strongly affect the position 21 of the encapsulated particles 6 . 22 Hein et al. have mapped the flows inside droplets in rectangular channels by using 2 particle image velocimetry (PIV) 26 . They showed that in areas where the droplet is in 3 almost contact with the walls, the flow is directed backwards (in the reference frame of 4 the droplet) while in the centre of the droplets, the flow is directed forward, Figure 4 . 5
In their work, they also noted more advanced flow patterns such as flow rolls in the 6 front and rear of the droplets. However, it should be emphasised that the internal flow 7 pattern in each specific set-up depends on several parameters including the channel 8 geometry, the fluid properties and the flow rates. Thus, all parameters need to be taken 9 into account to determine the flow profiles for each experiment 26-28 . 10 11
Dielectrophoresis 12
Another particle manipulation method in droplet microfluidic systems is 13 dielectrophoresis (DEP), which uses the polarization forces that act upon particles 14 suspended in an inhomogeneous electric field 29 , schematically shown in Figure 5 field and the most common approach to create high electrical field gradients is to utilize 19 small electrodes 32 . For a 10 µm particle in an electric field at strengths in the kV/m 20 range and AC frequencies in the MHz range, the resulting DEP force is typically in the 21 pN range 33 . Consequently, when using DEP high voltages are needed to drive the 1 system and the electrical properties of both particles and media need to be carefully 2 controlled. 3 4
Magnetic manipulation 5
Another method that utilizes field gradients to manipulate particles is magnetophoresis 6 (MAP), Figure 6 , in which the gradient of an inhomogeneous magnetic field exerts a 7 force on the centre of mass of a particle possessing either an induced or a permanent 8 magnetization 34 . The expression for the magnitude of this force can be written as: 9
where a is the radius of the particle, ∆χ is the relative magnetic susceptibility of the 13 particle relative to that of the suspending fluid, B is the magnetic field intensity and μ0 14 is the magnetic permeability of free space 35 . 15
16
As in the cases when electric field gradients are used to manipulate particles (such as 17 in DEP described above) the force here is dependent on the magnitude of the field 18 gradient in combination with the magnetic field strength. Typically the magnetic fields 19
can generate forces on a magnetic particle in the 10ths of pN range for a small 20 permanent magnet 36 , while for electromagnets (that have a much weaker field strength 21 in these typical designs) the F m is several orders of magnitude lower 37 . Although 22 sufficient forces are generated by the magnetic manipulation methods, the fact that 23 labeling of biological materials is required often prevents the extensive use of magnetic 24 manipulation methods. 25 26
Acoustic manipulation 1
The fourth method to manipulate particles is by using acoustic forces (acoustophoresis). 2 Acoustic particle manipulation systems are broadly divided into two categories 3 depending on how the sound propagates in the device: bulk acoustic wave (BAW) and 4 surface acoustic wave (SAW) systems 19, 38 . 5 6
In typical BAW systems a standing acoustic wave-field is generated in the channel by 7 an external piezoelectric transducer and the microfluidic chip is the acoustic resonator. 8
As the sound propagates throughout the whole microfluidic chip, it requires that the 9 chip is fabricated in a material with good acoustic properties such as glass or silicon to 10 minimise energy losses. In BAW systems the resonance condition is defined by the 11 width of the fluid filled resonator (i.e. the microfluidic channel) (w) which must fulfil 12 w = n/2 where n = 1, 2, 3… corresponds to the first, second and third harmonics and 13  is the wavelength of the sound in the fluid. Consequently the position of the pressure 14 nodes is set by the resonance condition. 15
On the other hand, in SAW systems the sound waves are generated at the surface using 16 one or two interdigital transducers (IDTs) that are microfabricated on a piezoelectric 17 substrate onto which typically PDMS channels are bonded. At activation of the 18 transducers the surface acoustic waves propagate along the substrate surface and at the 19 channel interface the waves are coupled into the fluid filled channel. SAW systems can 20 be operated either by means of a single travelling acoustic wave (TSAW) that 21 propagates in the fluid or by letting two opposing waves interact and create a standing 22 acoustic wave-field (SSAW) in the fluid filled channel. SSAW systems have, as 23 opposite to BAW systems, the advantage that the pressure nodes are not determined by 24 the dimensions of the microfluidic channel but can be tuned during operation. 25 26 Acoustic actuation of both BAW and SAW systems results in radiation forces 1 (primary and secondary) acting on the particles as well as acoustic streaming. The 2 primary acoustic radiation force, rad , on a small incompressible particle (a≪) is 3
where a is the radius of the particle, f is the density of the fluid, f is the speed of 9 sound in the fluid, 〈 in 〉 is the time average of the incoming pressure field, 〈 in 〉 is the 10 time average of the incoming velocity field, ̃ is the compressibility ratio p f ⁄ 11
between the particle and fluid, and ̃ is the density ratio p f ⁄ between the particle and 12 where k is the wave number (2π⁄λ), a is the radius of the particle, Eac is the acoustic 20 energy density (directly proportional to the output power of the transducer 40 ) and  is 21 the acoustic contrast factor defined as 22
The acoustic contrast factor is analogues to the Clausius-Mossotti factor described 26 2, and consequently both BAW and SAW can be used to separate particles with 1 different acoustic properties just as DEP can be used to separate particles with different 2 permittivity. 3 4
Thermocapillary manipulation 5
A fifth method to manipulate droplets is the thermocapillary approach in which one 6 utilizes a temperature gradient to generate surface tension induced flows which 7 produces a net force 41,42 . This thermocapillary force, also known as the Marangoni 8 force, experienced by a droplet in a temperature gradient will cause a migration of the 9 droplet with a velocity v expressed as: 10
Here, the viscosities and are those of the continuous and dispersed phase 12 respectively. and are the thermal conductivities of the continuous and dispersed 13 phase, respectively, ( ⁄ ) is the interfacial tension gradient with respect to 14 temperature and ( ⁄ ) is the temperature gradient and d is the droplet diameter. 15
Hence, the droplet migration occurs along the interfacial gradient given by 16 ( ⁄ )( ⁄ ). Thus depending on the sign of ( ⁄ )( ⁄ ), which can be 17 altered by the addition of surfactants, the droplet either migrate towards low or high 18 temperature regions [42] [43] [44] . Typically for droplet-microfluidic applications with water-in-19 oil droplets with added surfactants, the migrations direction is towards low-temperature 20 regions. 21 22 23
DROPLET INTERNAL MANIPULATION 24
The main motivation for performing particle manipulations inside droplets is to perform 25 concentration steps or buffer exchange on-chip. These are extremely important assay 26 steps and it is only during the last couple of years that technical solutions have been 1 presented to meet these needs. Table 1 summarises the available methods for droplet 2 internal manipulation. So far, mainly proof-of-principles have been published and it is 3 expected that the limits will be pushed further regarding the smallest particle sizes that 4 can be manipulated and the sample throughput. In all methods the magnitude of the 5 force depends on the size of the particles as well as the material properties and 6 consequently this opens up for separation of particles based on these properties. As 7 droplet internal manipulation is often combined with droplet splitting to obtain particle 8 enrichment, the splitting operation is also an essential component to be optimised to 9 obtain high particle enrichment and recovery rates. 10 11 13 Internal manipulation using hydrodynamics 14 reported on a method for blood/plasma separation in long droplets flowing in disposable 3 tubing 45 . In the experiment it was observed that the red blood cells were accumulated 4 in the rear of the droplet while the plasma was found at the front. The fact that 5 disposable tubing was used makes this approach attractive for point-of-care 6 applications. However, in order to make further sample preparation and analysis steps, 7 docking to a second microfluidic chip may be required which then complicates the set-8 up. 9 10 Hein et al. 26 have studied particle accumulation in rectangular channels, and showed 11 that at low capillary number the particles accumulated in two distinct zones at the sides 12 of the droplet while at higher capillary numbers mixing occurred. The system was 13 further applied to concentrate particles by integrating it with a droplet split so that the 14 particles that accumulated at the sides of the droplet were collected in the two daughter 15 droplets formed in the side channels at the trifurcation, Figure 7a . Due to the nature of 16 this particle manipulation method, it works best with high density particles and to 17 achieve manipulation of biological particles and cells, the flow rates need to be low. 18
Another concern with this hydrodynamic method is that the particles are enriched into 19 two separate daughter droplets with may cause the need for duplicate unit operators 20 downstream. 21 22
Internal manipulation using dielectrophoresis 23
One approach to address the droplet duplication has been presented by Han et al. 46 24
where they show enrichment of encapsulated polystyrene beads (5 µm) as well as 25 microalga cells into one single daughter droplet by first using dielectrophoresis to 26 position particles to one side of the droplet followed by splitting the droplet into two 1 daughter droplets in an asymmetric channel bifurcation, Figure 7b . They reported on a 2 5.6-fold increase in the concentration of polystyrene particles when the volume of the 3 daughter droplet was reduced by 84 % compared to the mother droplet. However, one 4 limitation of the method is that the reported flow rate is quite modest (<1 µl/min). Internal manipulation using magnetophoresis 9 Another method to achieve particle concentration into a single daughter droplet is to 1 use magnetophoresis and so far magnetic manipulation is the droplet internal 2 manipulation method capable of handling the smallest particle sizes. Lombardi et al. 3 used permanent magnets to direct all magnetic particles into only one of the two formed 4 daughter droplets in a channel bifurcation whereas the non-magnetic material was 5 evenly distributed in-between both daughter droplets 47 . Similarly, Brouzes et al. have 6 investigated magnetic manipulation of encapsulated beads and in particularly optimized 7 the droplet splitter to achieve high magnetic particle separation performance, Figure 7c . programmable electromagnetic tweezers were used to extract, rinse and re-suspend 10 particles between different droplets 48 . As seen from these examples, magnetic 11 manipulation methods are very versatile but they are limited to the use of magnetic 12 particles or magnetically labelled cells. 13 14
Internal manipulation using acoustics 15
To achieve label-free particle manipulation, acoustic forces can be used. Acoustic 16 manipulation also allows for on-demand particle manipulation and concentration of all 17 encapsulated particles into a single daughter droplet. Jung et al. showed a method where 18 droplets were split along the width using TSAW, which simultaneously pushed the 19 encapsulated particle backwards so that they were enriched in the trailing daughter 20 droplet 49 . Another approach presented by Fornell et al. used BAW manipulation in 21 combination with a channel trifurcation to move the encapsulated particles to the centre 22 of the original droplet so that they were collected in the centre daughter droplet 50 . Here, 23 polystyrene particles and red blood cells were used and they report on a 89 % recovery 24 of polystyrene particles in the centre daughter droplet after the split when 25 approximately 2/3 of the droplet volume was removed. This method is the only droplet 26 20 (33) internal manipulation method that has been applied to switch the outlet direction of the 1 encapsulated particles during operation 51 . By changing the frequency of the sound 2 between the first and second harmonics it was shown that the particles could be directed 3 into either the centre or the side daughter droplets on-demand, Figure 7d . 4 5
WHOLE DROPLET MANIPULATION 6
As opposed to droplet internal manipulation, whole droplet manipulation methods were 7 presented already in the early days of droplet microfluidics. The main application of 8 whole droplet manipulation is to sort droplets. Whole droplet manipulation has also 9 been used to merge droplets by the use of SAW 52 , hydrodynamic effects 53 and 10 electrocoalescence 54 and techniques have been developed to manipulate the whole 11 droplets to achieve on-chip pipetting 55 and on-demand droplet capture and release 56 . 12
The different techniques for whole droplet manipulation are summarised in Table 2 . 13 14 16
Whole droplet manipulation using hydrodynamics 1
Droplets can be sorted on size by using the hydrodynamic method of pinched flow 2 fractionation (PFF). As discussed above, droplets that are smaller than the cross-section 3 of the microfluidic channel follow the flow paths determined by the continuous phase. 4
In PFF, the particles are focused to one side in a pinched segment and thereby follow 5 different streamlines depending on their size at a broadening of this segment 68 . An fractionation of droplets with a difference in volume as small as 2.33-fold. In their 17 system they separated the smaller droplets by incorporating a trifurcation where the 18 larger droplets exited via the center outlet and the smaller droplets exited via the two 19 side outlet channels. Finally, deterministic lateral displacement (DLD), Figure 8c droplets were either 11 µm or 30 µm, resulting from the metabolic activity of the 23 encapsulated yeast cells. The authors reported on a sorting rate upwards of 12 kHz for 24 the smaller droplets. One benefit of the passive hydrodynamic technique for whole 25 droplet manipulation is that it does not rely on any more external equipment than a 26 pump. As a result, it can be parallelised for increased throughput which is often not the 1 case for active techniques where external equipment and integrated sensors and 2 actuators put a limit on the scalability. 3
Whole droplet manipulation using dielectrophoresis 4
High throughput in droplet sorting is crucial in applications where large sample 5
volumes are processed or in applications where the sample is extremely rare such as in 6 directed evolution and in applications focused on isolating tumor cells, and to date 7 dielectrophoresis, shown in Figure 8a , holds the record 60 . The first report on DEP 8 sorting was by Ahn et al. where they showed sorting rates up to 4 kHz for water-in-oil 9 droplets with diameters from 4 µm to 60 µm 32 and since then, this manipulation 10 method has become the gold standard for droplet sorting and it has been implemented 11
by several research groups 71,72 . For activation, the DEP sorting is most commonly 12 equipped with an optical detection system, configured into a fluorescence-activated 13 droplet sorting (FADS) platform. One such application is the FADS sorting presented for 25 µm diameter water-in-oil droplets 60 . This is a very impressive throughput but 18 the downside is that systems incorporating DEP are often complex and relies on 19 external driving electronics which may be a limitation for some application areas. 1
Whole droplet manipulation using magnetophoresis 1
Magnetic-based droplet manipulation can be applied when the droplets contain 2 magnetic particles or ferrofluids. The magnetic fields are usually provided by external 3 permanent magnets 61,74 but electromagnets can also be used, as demonstrated by Teste 4 et al. that achieved whole droplet manipulation by using ferromagnetic rails 62 . In their 5 work, the droplets were attracted to and followed the direction of the rails when the 6 magnetic field was active. The smallest droplets had a diameter of 400 µm and the droplets in oil at rates up to 10 Hz by an external permanent magnet 61 . A benefit of 10 MAP is the rather simple chip design and the use of permanent magnets compared to 11 the more complex equipment needed for e.g. DEP and SAW. However, droplet sorting 12 by MAP is limited by the actuation speed of the permanent magnets resulting in a low 13 throughput. Nevertheless, the throughput can be somewhat increased by the use of 14 electromagnets but then again with the cost of a more complex set-up. 15 16
Whole droplet manipulation using acoustic forces 17
Acoustic manipulation can be applied to manipulate whole droplets, both using the 18 SAW and the BAW operation modes. Several groups have shown that both SSAW and 19 TSAW can be used to sort droplets either at a bifurcation channel split 63, 73, 75 or at a 20 multichannel outlet 64 with throughput up to 3 kHz for droplets as small as 20 µm in 21 diameter (~4 pL volume) and for elongated droplets as large as 2.6 nL in volume, 22 Figure 8b . 23 24 BAW manipulation methods have been applied to sort whole droplets, both oil-in-water 25 droplets and water-in-oil droplets. Similar to DEP and MAP described above, the 26 microfluidic system is designed so that the default flow path of the droplets is towards 1 the waste outlet due to its lower hydrodynamic resistance. The primary acoustic 2 radiation force is then used to selectively affect the droplets so that they instead follow acoustothermal droplet sorter 42 . In this work, Figure 8f , the generated SAWs were 2 absorbed and generated heat in a thin PDMS membrane placed over the transducer in 3 comparison to the typically SAW application where it is the acoustic resonance that is 4 utilised to manipulate particles (see above). The authors reported on a sorting rate of 5
10 Hz for water-in-oil droplets with diameters in the 100 µm range. Despite the rather 6 low sorting frequency reported, the achieved lateral droplet displacement which is on 7 the order of hundreds of micrometer is significant. Although being based on heating 8 both examples mentioned above stay within biocompatible temperatures (37 ± 1°C). 9
Similar to Park, Vincent et al. 43 demonstrated thermocapillary based droplet sorting 10 using a laser. By heating the droplets locally with a laser the authors were able to create 11 a switching function with 100 % efficiency for flow rates in the order of 10 µl/min. A 12 benefit of the latter system is the stand-alone property of the laser, compared to other 13 methods were complex system integration is often needed. 14 15
CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK 16
This Feature Article has presented the different methods available to manipulate 17 particles and whole droplets in microfluidic droplet-based circuits. 18
Droplet internal particle manipulation most often targets sample concentration or buffer 19 exchange and thus mainly require good recovery rates of the microparticle sample. It is 20 not yet clear today which of the presented methods that would enable highest recovery 21 as most of the works presented so far on droplet internal manipulations are proof-of-22
concept papers and we expect to see improvements in all technologies in the near future. 23
To achieve this, it is very likely that more attention will be placed on the design of the 24 droplet splitters, which are integral parts of all droplet systems where sample 25 concentration is achieved by a physical reduction of the droplet volume. An additional 26 gain of a well-designed droplet splitter would be that the systems can be operated at 1 higher flow rates leading to higher throughput. This is true for the DEP, MAP and 2 acoustophoretic methods but does not hold for the hydrodynamic manipulation as 3 increased flow rates here act against gravity that is the important manipulation force in 4 these systems. The limited throughput of the hydrodynamic methods is a severe 5 disadvantage of these systems but they can on the other hand have the potential to 6 become attractive separation methods for single-use system in clinical applications due 7 to their relatively simplistic set-up. Another common feature of the different techniques 8
presented is that the sample concentration can only be achieved in large droplets that 9 contact the side walls of the microfluidic channel (often called plugs). A much 10 appreciated leap forwards for the sample concentration in droplets would be to combine 11 one or two of the different manipulation techniques so that isolation of the sample into 12 selective daughter droplets could be achieved also for spherical droplets, not contacting 13 the side walls, to broaden the range of applications. The challenge here would be to 14 enable separate manipulation of the whole droplet and the encapsulated particles, 15 possibly by using different methods. If successful, one would gain largely in sample 16 volume reduction and throughput. Finally, we have not seen the full potential of 17 utilising the selective manipulation that is possible using the DEP (positive/negative 18 Clausius Mossotti factor), MAP (magnetic/non-magnetic) and acoustophoresis 19 (positive/negative acoustic contrast factor) methods, to isolate microparticles of 20 different properties into different daughter droplets in analogy to particle separation 21 that is routinely done in single-phase microfluidic systems. 22
23
For whole droplet manipulation the main challenge is to keep increasing the sorting 24 throughput to meet the growing demands on screening assays in clinics and for 25 research. DEP holds the record today but even higher throughput is necessary for 26 applications targeted towards single-cell analysis at the forefront of biology that today 1 are screening biopsy samples containing millions of cells of numerous (often 100+) cell 2 types. A further reduction in the complexity of the set-ups would also be welcomed as 3 most users are coming from non-technical backgrounds and thus require an easily 4 operated and stable fluidic platform. In both these respects, the hydrodynamic 5 manipulation method comes out as the strongest candidate as these systems are operated 6 at high flow rates and do not require the high voltage sources or micromachined 7 integrated electrodes as the DEP sorting set-ups do today. Another reason why the DEP 8 manipulation method might be replaced in the future is the need for an activation 9 trigger, which is not necessary for the magnetic and hydrodynamic manipulation 10 methods. MAP and hydrodynamics can still sort whole droplets on their physical 11
properties (size and magnetism) whilst being continuously switched on. In combination 12 with this advantage, the magnetic manipulation method could become an important 13 competitor to DEP as several established sorting assays in biology already today utilise 14 magnetically labelled beads and these assays could thus easily be translated onto the 15 droplet microfluidic platform. However, for new users it may be difficult to argue that 16 the negative aspects of the necessary labelling outweigh the gained benefits as 17 additionally assays steps quickly reduces throughput. 18
A final aspect to consider when choosing operation techniques is whether it should 19 enable on-demand operation or not. It may seem attractive to have a manipulation 20 method that can be activated on-demand and it definitely provides advantages for rare-21 events but this typically requires a more complex set-up with control and feedback 22 loops. Continuous operation on the other hand, (as the hydrodynamic method provides) 23 presents a simpler set-up but reduces the flexibility of the set-up. From these arguments, 24
it is easy to see that there is no single-technique-fits-all. Instead, to identify the most 25 suitable manipulation method, one must consider all requirements of each specific 26 29 (33) application. It is our hope that this Feature Article will make those decisions easier. 1
Droplet microfluidics is also a relatively young and still expanding research field and 2 due to the increasing needs of medical and biological assays, we can only expect the 3 tool-box of particle manipulation in droplet microfluidics to continue growing within 4 the coming years. 
